
Based on Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) that computes optimal 
alignment 𝐀∗ between time series: 

We use the soft-DTW [6] with 

to get our differentiable shape loss: 

Quantify the deviation of optimal path 𝐀∗ from the main diagonal with
the Time Distortion Index (TDI) [1]:
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Context DILATE (DIstortion Loss with shApe and TimE)

Multi-step and non stationary time series forecasting (with sudden changes)
Important in many contexts, eg anticipate future drops of electricity production

Challenge: differentiating TDI: replace 𝐀∗by its smooth approximation:

3 various datasets: Synthetic, ECG 5000, Traffic
Evaluate k-steps future trajectories (k=20 for Synthetic, 57 for ECG, 24 for Traffic)

State-of-the-art comparison: DILATE training can improve SOTA deep 
forecasting models (e.g. TT-RNN [4]) on shape and time metrics

DILATE loss better when evaluated on shape (DTW) and time (TDI), 
equivalent when evaluated on MSE

Multi-step time series forecasting: predict the future k-steps trajectory                             
aaaa given input sequence                                              

Speedup compared to auto-diff
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Task-dependent metrics for evaluating forecasts (e.g. Time Distortion Index 
[1], ramp score, Hausdorff) often non differentiable

Mean Squared Error (MSE) as a surrogate training loss for most state-of-
the-art models [2,3,4]
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Direct computation of            and                intractable

Solution: dynamic programming with custom forward/backward 
implementation (Pytorch)

Motivation: differentiable loss function for training deep models for precise 
shape and temporal change detection 
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MSE however ill-adapted to favour interesting vs naïve forecasts…


